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Fine Program Enjoyed By Fall Florist Conference Guests
THE BEST BREAK in weather in years and a thor

oughly informative program made the 1963 Illinois Fall
Florists' Conference a worthwhile and profitable event for
the 150 persons in attendance. The sessions were held
en Sunday and Monday, Nov. 10-11, at the Motel Urbana,
Urbana, 111., with an Open-House at the Floriculture
Building & Greenhouses on campus Sunday morning.
Sponsors were the UI Division of Floriculture & Orna
mental Horticulture, and the I.S.F.A. Conference arrange
ments were in charge of Extension Specialist, Dr. Marvin
C. Carbonneau, aided by other members of the UI Staff.

A Full Two-Day Program
Those who took in Floriculture's Open-House on

Sunday morning had the opportunity to hear about research
in progress, and to view the research facilities, including
the new greenhouse range which is nearing completion.
Graduate students and faculty members served as hosts
and guides during the Open-House.

On Sunday afternoon, Frank Brauligam, Brautigam
Florists, Chicago, acted as moderator for the sessions at
the Motel Urbana. The presentations included: "Graded
Flowers Mean Profits for Growers & Retailers," by Prof.

Illinois Bell representative, W. D. Strowbridge, discussed
and demonstrated proper and profitable phone usage at the
Conference.

WiMard C. Hartzell (left) compares notes with Prof. John
R. Culbert on a subject of mutual interest—mums.

UI graduate students, G. D. Coorts (left) and Harold F.
Wilkins, are shown in Floriculture's post-harvest physiology lab.
Their Conference talks dealt v/ith cut flower keeping quality.

Frank Brautigam, past-

president of the ISFA, held

the interest of those attend

ing the Banquet with his

remarks on the topic, "Im

pressions of European Flori

culture."

John R. Culbert of the UI Floriculture Staff; "Preparing
Flowers for Market," by Willard C. Hartzell, Hartzell's
Flowers, Dayton, Ohio; "The Telephone & YOU," by
W. D. Strowbridge, Rep., Illinois Bell Tel. Co., Springfield;
"Direct-Mail & Newspaper Advertising for the Small Busi
ness," by Dr. James E. Moyer, UI Prof, of Advertising;
"Practical Ways to Prolong Cut Flower Life," by
Harold F. Wilkins, UI Flor. graduate student; and "Do
Rose Hooks Affect Keeping Quality?", by G. D. Coorts,
also a UI graduate student.

Following the Cocktail-Hospitality Hour Sunday eve
ning. Conference registrants attended the Annual Florists'
Banquet, with I.S.F.A. Pres. George N. Corrigan as toast-

Motel Urbana where the Fall Conference was held.
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Varieties For The Retail Grower

(continued from page 9)

BGA Royal, Salmon Princess Anne, Valencia, Vanguard, Vedova,
& Venoya.

Snapdragons Also Recommended
Another crop that the retail grower will find very

valuable is the snapdragon grown for flowering in late
spring, summer and fall.

A summer crop can be used to gain additional income
from benches which are often empty from late May through
early August. The bedding plant crop usually moves out
quite heavily in the latter part of May and. is almost en
tirely gone by early June. If a crop of summer snaps is
benched in late May, it will flower in late July or early
August, before the later flowering crop of natural-season
mums is planted.

The grower will not be able to sell these snaps at the
same price as winter snaps, but his costs will be consider
ably less because it requires less time to grow the crop.
A winter crop may take 22 weeks from benching to flower
ing, while a summer crop usually requires only 8 to 10
weeks.

The spring-fall class of snapdragons is also very im
portant. In the months of May and June, they provide
excellent cut material at a time when the supply is low
and the demand great. In the months of September and
October, they again can be a valuable asset to be used
in addition to mums.

This class of snapdragons can also be an important
addition to a 60-degree house where mums are grown
during the winter months of the year. The quality can be
quite excellent, often equal to and possibly surpassing that
of crops grown in a cooler house, and the crop time is
much less.

RECOMMENDED SNAPDRAGON VARIETIES:

Spring & Fall — White (Delaware, Utah, Virginia); Yellow
(Colorado, Nevada); Pink (Kentucky); Bronze & Red (Kansas,
Tennessee).

Summer — White (No. 2 Crystal White, Texas, White Skies);
Yellow (Dark Star); Pink (Florida, Gay Time, Summer Jewel);
Lavender (Arizona).

SCHEDULES FOR 60°F. SNAPDRAGON CROPS

Sow Bench Flower

Aug. 18 Sept. 8 Dec. 15
Aug. 28 Sept. 18 Jan. 1

Sept. 4 Sept. 25 Jan. 15

Sept. 8 Oct. 5 Febr. 1

Sept. 14 Oct. 12 Febr. 15

Sept. 28 Oct. 26 Mar. 1

Oct. 19 Nov. 16 Mar. 15

Oct. 29 Nov. 26 Apr. 1
Nov. 3 Dec. 3 Apr. 15
Nov. 28 Jan. 2 May 1

Spray Carnations Find Many Uses
A crop which a retail qrower may find very valuable,

in addition to larger flowering carnations, is the spray-
type carnation. These are especially valuable for dainty
work, such as arrangements for hospitals where larger
flowers would not be practical. These can also be used for
corsage work without splitting them as larger flowers often
are.

Here again, the retail grower may find the spray varie
ties more profitable than the disbudded varieties.

RECOMMENDED SPRAY CARNATION VARIETIES: BGA

Baby Doll, BGA Chiquita, Elegance, Exquisite Select, BGA Jewel,

BGA Nuggets, BGA Pinkie, BGA Starlet, BGA Twinkle, U. Conn.
Dorothy Ober, & White Elegance.

Speed-Up Mum Crop
Finally, mention should be made of fast crops of

mums. Too often many growers plan their crops so that
they are in the bench much longer than is necessary. This
is especially true of mums. The retailer does not need a
stem length much more than 25 to 30 inches for most of
his work. Consequently, a crop should be planned with this
in mind.

There are numerous varieties that can be utilized in
the fast program and the grower can reduce the growing
time 2 to 4 weeks, depending on the variety and the period
of the year. The crop is usually planted at the time a norm
al pinched crop is pinched. This would permit another crop
to be grown in this area in the time saved and decreases
the labor on the mum crop.

MUM VARIETIES SUITABLE FOR FAST SPRAY CROPS:

White — Acclaim, BGA Alabaster, Alaska, Blizzard, BGA
Bride, BGA Cloudbank, BGA Cloudburst, BGA Coronado. BGA
Dawn Star, BGA Divinity, BGA Echo, BGA Ermine, Iceberg, BGA
Icebreaker, Icecap lllini, Cascade, Jupiter, BGA Keepsake,
BGA Lightning, Momento, BGA Milady, BGA Ping Pong, No. 2
Shasta, BGA Skyline, BGA Sovereign, BGA Stardust, Supertop,
BGA Surfside, BGA Thunderbolt, BGA Viscount, Whitechip, No.
2 Whitechip, White Keepsake, & BGA White Sands.

Yellow — BGA Brilliancy, Corsair, Crescendo, No. 2 Dandy,
BGA Etude, Goldberg, Golden Acclaim, BGA Golden Bantam,
BGA Golden Crystal, BGA Golden Stardust, Goldtop, Happiness,
Heyday, lllini GoIdrift, BGA Imperial, Light Yellow Iceberg,
BGA Old Gold, BGA Shane, Souvenir, BGA Starflite, BGA Sun
beam, BGA Sunfore, BGA Topaz, BGA Topflight, Yellow Beaure
gard, No. 2 Yellowchip, Yellowchip, BGA Yellow Etude, Yellow
Galaxy, No. 2 Yellow Iceberg, Yellow lllini Cascade, Yellow
Keepsake, No. 2 Yellow Shasta, BGA Yellow Skyline, & BGA
Yellow Viscount.

Bronze & Red — BGA Beau Brummell, Beauregard Supreme,
Bronzechip, Bronze Delight, BGA Bronze Staccato, Buckskin, BGA
Cardinal, Christmas Star, Climax, Copperchip, Crackerj^ck,
Dillon Beauregard, BGA Dragon, Gaiety, Galaxy, Peachchip,
Ranger, BGA Rebel, Red Climax, Red Delight, Red Galaxy, Red
Jetfire, BGA Tanfastic, Thelma, BGA Tuneful, & BGA Wizard.

Pink — Accolade, Alvoda, BGA Ambrosia, BGA Angel Face,
Bluechip, BGA Blue Moon, BGA Bright 'N Cheerful, BGA Cheer
ful, Cherrychip, Darkchip, Delight, Delmar, BGA Delmarvel, BGA
Excello, BGA Flamenco, BGA Hi Fi, Improved Bluechip, Jubila
tion, BGA Overture, Pearlchip, No. 2 Pennant, Pinkchip, Pink
Jubilation, BGA Pink Marble, Rosechip, BGA Signet, BGA
Splendor, BGA Staccato, & BGA Valiant.

CATCHING UP with Russia is no problem, according to
Rep. Wright Patman (D., Texas). All we have to do is puli
down 7 out of every 10 homes; cut all paychecks 75%; dis
connect 9 out of every 10 telephones; scrap 95% of our cars
and trucks; sink 8 out of 9 ocean-going vessels; funk 40 million
TV sets; rip up 2/3 of our railroad tracks; scrap 60% of our
steel capacity—and ship 60 million Americans back to farms.

MORE TRUTH THAN FICTION

WORRY: Interest paid on trouble before it comes due.
A BARGAIN: Anything your wife buys and can't explain in any

other way.
FOG: Stuff that's dangerous to drive in—especially If it's

mental.

A "SQUARE": A guy who has never been around.
SON OF THE BOSS: Fireproof.
CONSCIENCE: Something that makes you worry about what it

couldn't stop you from doing.
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UI Research Report

DO ROSE HOOKS
AFFECT KEEPING QUALITY?

By G. D. Coorts
Graduate Student, Dip. of Flor. & Orn. Hort.

University of Illinois, Urbana

(EDITOR'S NOTE: This talk was presented at the Illinois
Fall Florists' Conference, held in Urbana on Sunday, November

10, 1963.

A SURVEY was conducted in 19G1 by Prof. J. R. Cul
bert and the author to determine what retail florists
thought about current rose grading practices. Out of 325
questionnaires distributed, 120 or 37% were completed and
returned. One of the common criticisms of rose grading
was that roses are cut with "hooks" or "knots." The re
tailer believes that it is necessary to remove hooks from
rose stems in order to allow adequate water absorption
for proper opening of the flowers. Most researchers in
the past have held the view that rose hooks do not notice
ably shorten the life of cut roses. But because of these
divergent views, it was felt that the effect of hooks on
rose keeping quality warranted further investigation.

Prevalence Of Hooks

Our first question was: "Just how many roses are cut
with hooks?"

While working on the NCM-22 Project—Market Grades
and Standards for Chrysanthemums, Carnations and Roses
—we gathered data from 9,000 commercial rose blooms,
and at the same time, noted the presence or absence of
hooks. These roses represented random samples taken
from over 400,000 roses cut in a commercial greenhouse in
Illinois.

Table 1 shows the mean or average number of rose
hooks per bunch of 25 roses observed over a period of 13
months. Notice that as the bunch length increased, the
number of hooks per bunch also increased. Thus, at a 9-
inch stem length, there was less than 1 hook per bunch.
And at a 30-inch stem length, there were 13 hooks per
bunch, or in other words, half of the stems per bunch had
hooks.

TABLE 1. — Mean number of hooks per bunch (25) of Better
Times roses during a 13-month period.

Bunch length Number of hooks

(in inches) per bunch

9-12 0.2

12 - 15 1.3

15 - 18 2.8

18-21 7.2

21 -24 9.6

24-27 11.5

27-30 12.3

30 & above 12.9

Table 2 indicates the mean number of hooks per bunch
of roses per month, taken over a period of 13 months for
30-inch roses. Note that during the months of July and
August, as well as March and April, the number of hooks
per bunch is quite low (approximately 6); while for the
months of June. September. December and February,

approximately 20 stems per bunch had hooks. Therefore,
one can see from this data that a large number of rose
stems with hooks are cut. And if hooks do affect water ab
sorption or uptake, they could be a real problem to the
retailer.

TABLE 2. — Mean number of hooks per bunch (25) of 30-inch
Better Times roses.

Number of hooks

Month per bunch

May, 1961 14

June 20

July 6

August 6

September 21

October 16

November 10

December 19

January, 1962 II

February 19

March 7

April 6

May 13

Keeping Quality

Our next question was: "What is the effect on keep
ing quality of roses—with and without hooks—when placed
in tap water, deionized water, and a standard commercial
preservative?"

Our experiments were conducted during March, 1963,
in a controlled climate room maintained at 72°F., with
65% relative humidity, and 75 foot-candles of fluorescent
light at flower height. The air in the room was filtered
through Dorex air purifiers to remove ethylene and other
volatile gases.

Roses with hooks were selected from a shipment
with 24-inch stems from a commercial rose range. The
hooks were removed from one-half of the stems, and on
Ihe other half the stem ends were recut. Comparable
stems from each group were then placed under treatment
in sterile bottles. At approximately the same time each
day, the weight of each flower and of the solution in each
bottle were recorded. Observations were also made as to
whether or not each flower had reached maturity.

With hooks present, the percent change in flower
weight was greatest for the blooms in commercial preser
vative. There was no difference between tap and de-
ionized water (Fig. 1, left). When the hooks were removed,
commercial preservative again gave the greatest increase
in flower weight, while deionized water gave the least, and
tap water was intermediate between the two (Fig. 1, right).
The percent change in weight for the preservative was
greatest when hooks were present. But for tap water, the
change in weight was greatest when hooks had been re
moved.

" vr*est»»vA7ive

FIG. 1. Percent change in weight of rose stems (left) with
hooks, and (right) without hooks.
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On rose stems with hooks present, commercial preser
vative gave the most water absorption, but there was no
apparent difference between tap water and deionized
water (Fig. 2, left). When hooks were removed from the
stems, deionized water gave the least water absorption,
commercial preservative the most, with tap water inter
mediate (Fig. 2, right). Water absorption was increased
considerably by the addition of the preservative, with

FIG. 2. Solution absorption based on initial weight of rose
stems (left) with hooks, and (right) without hooks.

greatest increase when hooks were present. With hooks,
there was practically no difference in cumulative water
absorption with time between deionized water and tap
water. When hooks were removed, however, the cumula
tive absorption was greatest from tap water. As in the
experiment above, the cumulative absorption of preserva
tive was considerably greater when hooks were present
than when they had been removed, and was much greater
than with either deionized water or tap water.

The life of cut roses was increased 1 to 2% days by
removing hooks from the stems placed in either tap water
or deionized water. In other words, the removal of hooks
gave a significant increase in keeping quality. However,
there was no significant difference in the keeping quality
of roses with and without hooks that had absorbed com
mercial preservative. But the difference in keeping quality
between flowers in preservative and water (tap or deion
ized) was very significant.

Summary
It is common practice for rose growers to cut many

stems with hooks, and the proportion varies throughout
the year. There is some advantage in removing hooks
from the flower stems of roses when tap water is used.
This was reflected by increased water absorption, in
creased stem weight, and longer keeping time. However,
no benefit was observed from removing the hooks if a
commercial preservative was used in the water. In fact,
leaving the hooks on the stems may be beneficial since it
was shown in this case to cause increased stem weight and
water absorption.

COMMITTEES of twenty
Deliberate plenty;

Committees of ten

Act now and then.

But most jobs are done
By committees of one!
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Retailers' Roundup

SEEK CONTRIBUTIONS FOR LEGAL SUIT

AN INDEPENDENT committee of retailers in Illinois
is asking for contributions to help defray legal expenses for
a suit in Circuit Court to enjoin the State Revenue De
partment from imposing the existing sales tax on incom
ing wire orders from out of state.

It has been suggested that retailers throughout the
slate donate $5 to $50 each toward this cause. Checks
should be made payable to the "Independent Committee"
and mailed to Treasurer Francis Hultgen, 4823 W. 95th
St., Oak Lawn, 111.

FOR YOUR "IDEAS" NOTEBOOK
Suggestions Gathered From Here & There

ATTACH ANGELS or other holiday ornaments to
candles with a wire, which should first be heated. As the
wire cools, it will adhere firmly to the candle.

CHECK THE RED display materials under your win
dow lights before you set up your Christmas windows.
Artificial lighting sometimes distorts reds (and other
colors) unpleasantly.

SELLING in a flower shop requires an acute under
standing and feeling for other people and their emotions.
The florist sells sentiment first—service, second—and flor
al products, third. Few other businesses have put so much
sales emphasis on sentiment.

PLAN YOUR DESIGNS before you start working on
them. Lay out all of the materials you are going to use in
that design beforehand, choosing them to fit into the cost-
price picture. This method prevents costly additions of
"just a little more" in each arrangement, which can add
up to lost profits over an extended period.

STYROFOAM sometimes does scratch. So, if you use
a styrofoam base, be sure to cover the base or back with
fabric or paper so a polished surface, such as a table or
casket, won't be marred. Vacucel containers are also ex
cellent for funeral work because they won't scratch finished
surfaces.

OASIS absorbs water as needed, once it is wet. If it
has dried out, however, it doesn't re-absorb water very
readily. But Hydrofoam can be resoaked, even if it has
once been soaked and dried. To keep either Oasis or
Hydrofoam ready for instant use, soak it and wrap in a
plastic bag and store in the refrigerator.

WALL SPACE in your shop can be made interesting
by grouping Christmas items together, using velvet rib
bon to frame presentations of various products. For ex
ample, use a wreath as the focal point, and surround it
with tree novelties, etc.
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USE SPARKLE and glitter lavishly in your Christmas
arrangements. Even persons who don't want flashy de
signs the rest of the year welcome glitter at holiday time.

OPEN BIBLES for funeral tributes should be recom
mended only when you know that the Bible had a deep
and special meaning for the deceased.

CANDLES are easy to sell if you tell women customers
that candlelight will make them look 10 years younger,
10 pounds lighter, and their gowns 10 times more expen
sive.

STANDARD MUMS seldom wilt at the ends of their
petals, but usually near the base where they are attached.
Support the blooms with collars of light cardboard if they
have to stand up through a long period of several days.

POINSETTIA PLANTS delivered to your retail shop
around December 10 should not be mature. A mature
plant has nowhere to go but down, and will not give custo
mers satisfaction at Christmas time.

VOCABULARY can help or hinder your sales. Be
careful of the terms you use, and choose sales building
words that will add importance to the work you are at
tempting to describe. Never "talk down" to a customer.

DESIGNERS* TIME is variously valued at 10 cents
per minute, $4 per hour, or 20% of the total cost of the
materials. How ever you figure it, it must be considered
and included in the price of every piece of work you send
out.

RIBBON BRAIDS make an interesting accessory for
that tailored look. Three pieces of No. 40 ribbon will
braid into about an inch width, providing a soft, neat line
that can be just what you need for funeral work and other
arrangements.

PLAN EARLY for Christmas sales to commercial ac
counts' is the suggestion given at a recent design school.
Retailers in other lines (cheese, cigars, liquor, etc.) offer
their commercial accounts special discounts for quantity
purchases, and florists might do well to examine the pos
sibilities in this kind of promotion. This business doesn'f
automatically come to a shop; it must be actively sought,
usually by contacting the purchasing agent or other offi
cial who is in charge of choosing the Christmas gifts for
his company.

CUSTOMERS are won and held through a multitude of
acts and attitudes, according to a recent article in This
Week magazine. Here are some of the things that represent
the art of Holiday selling at its best:

COURTEOUS words instead of sharp retorts. SMILES
instead of blank looks. ENTHUSIASM instead of dullness.
RESPONSE instead of indifferance. WARMTH instead of
a "don't-care" attitude. UNDERSTANDING instead of a
closed mind. PATIENCE instead of irritation. SINCERITY
instead of sham. CONSIDERATION instead of annoyance.
REMEMBERING people instead of forgetting them.
FACTS instead of arguments. CREATING ideas instead
of humdrum. HELPFULNESS instead of hindrance. GIV
ING instead of getting. ACTION instead of delay. APPRE
CIATION instead of apathy.

WHAT I WOULD DO TO INCREASE
BUSINESS IF I WERE A RETAILER

By Dr. Max E. Brunk
Prof, of Marketing. Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N.Y.

DR. MAX BRUNK believes

that the retailer, in order

to remain prosperous, must

shift the emphasis of his

thinking from artistry to mer

chandising. Let specialists do

the designing — and direct

your efforts toward building

sales.

PART ONE

YOU ARE in business to make money. The key to suc
cess is your ability to provide a product and service that
people will buy. You must conduct your business in such a
way that people will spend a higher proportion of their
dollars with you. It is your job to sell flowers and services
that won't come back—to people who will. To do this,
you must be more than order takers; you must be effec
tive merchandisers.

A Look At Our Industry
There are many facets to modern merchandising. It

consists of creating a consciousness of need, and a reason
for buying. It makes use of all the motivating forces which
lead people to a purchase decision. Modern merchandising
makes it easy for people to part with hard-earned dol
lars. At its best, it makes such action a downright pleasure.
A real merchandiser is looking for more than satisfied
customers. He wants enthusiastic customers. He wants
to know that his customers will be back before some ex
tenuating circumstance compels them to come back. Thus,
good merchandising does something more than making
it easy to buy—it makes the customer look forward to
buying again.

During the past 20 years, most florists have enjoyed
the fruits of a seller's market. Any growing market tends
to be a seller's market. Retail florist sales last year ap
proached a billion dollars with consumer expenditures up
some 50% over the past 10 years. Much of this increase
has been absorbed by increasing numbers of florists,
rather than by increasing volume per florist. If we look
carefully, we will see that this market expansion is only
the result of an exploding population growth and an ever-
increasing per capita income. In other words, our market
has grown not by effective merchandising, but rather by
forces outside our control. That is why I say you have a
seller's market. Furthermore, all indications are that the
growth in public buying power the next 10 years will put
the past 10 to shame.

A seller's market of long duration has strange and
conflicting impacts on an industry. With established firms,
it invites stagnation in selling imagination. It leads to
careless selling. It lulls us into a false security. At the
same time, it attracts new people and capital with new

t-jgi


